TST, A GLI COMPANY EXPANDS OPERATIONS,
RELOCATES, SET TO HIRE MORE STAFF
VANCOUVER (October 19, 2010) – Technical Systems Testing (TST), A GLI Company is
expanding its operations, and the expansion includes a new location and hiring of additional
staff. The need for expansion is a direct result of increased demand that came about from TST’s
acquisition by Gaming Laboratories International earlier this year.
TST is now located at 6400 Roberts Street, Suite 210, Burnaby, British Columbia, Canada V5G
4C9. The new location is nearly double the size of TST’s previous lab and enables the company
to better serve clients today and allows for future expansion.
In addition to the new lab space, TST has recently added several more engineers and support
staff. Currently, there are 15 employees in TST’s Canadian lab, and that number is expected to
quickly grow to at least 20 in the next few months.
TST CEO Salim L. Adatia said, “The demand for our services has been growing exponentially
since the acquisition, and the increase in lab space and in the number of staff was absolutely vital
to maintaining our very high standards of customer service. We expect the demand for our
services grow in concert with the continuing worldwide expansion of regulated iGaming.”
TST serves the iGaming industry in myriad ways including Internet, iTV and mobile device
platform’s Game testing, RNG certification, monthly game payout analysis and reporting, field
data analysis, base website/user interface evaluation and full information systems security (ISS)
audits.
TST is an internationally recognized testing facility offering a full range of testing and consulting
services to the iGaming and land-based markets. Established in 1993, TST is one of the world’s
most experienced gaming test labs. Its facilities are globally positioned in Canada, China,
England, Italy, The Netherlands and The Philippines to best meet regulator and supplier needs.
Each lab works closely with industry operators, software suppliers and jurisdictional regulators
to verify compliance with stringent regulatory requirements, supplier technical specifications,
and world best practice industry standards. TST’s superior customer service, proprietary
methodologies and ISO/IEC 17025 accredited quality systems assure its clients a premium, value
added service. For more information, visit www.TSTGlobal.com.
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